
VINCENNES [L-H] - 12 November 
Race 1 - PRIX MARCEL LAURENT -  2100m MOBILE RST E Harness. Purse EUR €100,000. 

1. GOSPEL PAT - Good third in the mounted G1 Prix des Elites here 47 days ago. Interesting on just 

sixth mobile run. 

2. HOOKER BERRY - Last two runs can be ignored and major improvement expected with shoes 

removed (two from six). Back behind the mobile (two from four). Claims. 

3. GRAND ART - Narrowly denied second in the G3 Prix Pierre van Troyen walk up a fortnight ago. 

Frame chance. 

4. AMON YOU SM - Promising debut in the G2 Prix Rmc (Prix Charles Tiercelin) back in January 2020 

but regressed since. Others preferred. 

5. HELGAFELL - 0.75L third behind Hirondelle Sibey in a Class A course and distance mobile race 47 

days ago. First-time padding combination. 

6. HANNA DES MOLLES - Excellent 0.5L second in the G1 Sulky 4 Ans Finale - Criterium des 4 Ans 

here in September. Claims if replicating behind the mobile. 

7. HOHNECK - 1.75L third in the G1 Sulky 4 Ans Finale - Criterium des 4 Ans here 69 days ago. 

Excellent record at this venue (50% strike rate from fourteen starts). Leading player. 

8. GANAY DE BANVILLE - Excused a DQ with shoes on latest and scored by 0.5L in the G1 Prix de 

l'Etoile here prior. Three wins from five starts in this shoeing combination. Strong chance. 

9. HIRONDELLE SIBEY - Excellent record without shoes and three from four behind the mobile. 

Unbeaten in both starts over course and distance. Plenty in her favour back up in grade. 

10. GOLDY MARY - Others preferred on recent figures. 

11. MARVELLOUS TOOMA - Fifth at Bergen (NOR) when last seen in September. Opposed. 

12. AMPIA MEDE SM - Five straight wins after a 0.25L success in the G3 Prix Emile Beziere here. 

Unbeaten in three runs behind the mobile. Top chance with more to offer. 

Summary: A fascinating Group Two autostart where the majorly progressive AMPIA MEDE SM (12) 
chases a sixth straight victory following a 0.25L success in the G3 Prix Emile Beziere here. Unbeaten 
in three runs behind the mobile. Top chance with more to offer. HANNA DES MOLLES (6) and 
HOHNECK (7) finished second and third in the G1 Sulky 4 Ans Finale - Criterium des 4 Ans here in 
September. Both hold claims if replicating behind the mobile. HIRONDELLE SIBEY (9) has a brilliant 
record without shoes and is three from four in autostarts. Unbeaten in both outings over course and 
distance. Plenty in her favour back up in standard. Major improvement can be expected from HOOKER 
BERRY (2) back behind the mobile in this shoeing combination. 

Selections 

AMPIA MEDE SM (12) - HANNA DES MOLLES (6) - HOHNECK (7) - HIRONDELLE SIBEY (9) - 
HOOKER BERRY (2)  



Race 2 - PRIX PALATIA -  2700m WALK-UP D30 Harness. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. IMPRUDENCE - DQ in August in a Class C after going off second favourite. Made all two starts back 

in this level and interesting. 

2. ISSIA DE CHARLY - Seventh beaten 3.25L at this track in a higher class. Down a level and won in 

this grade four starts back. 

3. INDONESIA - Ninth beaten 4.5L here in a higher class after a break. Won three starts back in this 

grade.  

4. INGIL - Scored by 2.25L at this venue in a lower class nine days ago. Up a level but won well latest. 

5. INGRID D'HERTALS - Second beaten 0.75L at Enghien in this class. A win and two placings from 

four starts in this shoeing combination. Interesting. 

6. IONA DE FEUGERES - Back to back DQ and starting to get difficult to trust. 

7. ISLA MUJERES - DQ here in a higher class. Runner-up the time before at Enghien in this level 

beaten 0.25L. More than capable. 

8. IMPRESSION - Three straight DQ in higher grades. Second beaten 3L at Cabourg in this class four 

starts ago. Could bounce back. 

9. IVANJICA DE LOU - Fourth beaten 3L at this course in one class higher. Consistent and not ruled 

out. 

10. I AM CRAZY - DQ in a higher class after a six month break. First time pads on all four. Interesting. 

11. IRIS DES CHAMPS - Eighth beaten 3.5L here in a higher class. Down in grade and could find the 

placings. 

12. IXANA GRIFF - Third beaten 2.5L here in a lower class. Won the time in this level after making most 

of the running. Consider. 

13. INTENSE - Well beaten in a higher class at Les Sables-d'Olonne three weeks ago. Needs to re-find 

form. 

14. IDEALE DE BONNEFOI - DQ on last two outings in higher grades. Down in class but has to re-find 

form. 

15. ILONA DIKA - Ninth beaten 7.5L here in a higher class. Looks more of a place chance. 

Summary: IMPRUDENCE (1) made all to win two starts back in this class at La Capelle by 1.25L. DQ 
since in a higher grade but interesting after the break. IXANA GRIFF (12) ran third beaten 2.5L here in 
a higher level two weeks ago. Won the time before and more than capable. INGIL (4) scored by 2.25L 
at this track in a Class E earlier this month. Up a level but looked good latest. INDONESIA (3) was ninth 
beaten 4.5L behind Ixana Griff (3rd) in a higher standard. Can place. 

Selections 

IMPRUDENCE (1) - IXANA GRIFF (12) - INGIL (4) - INDONESIA (3)  



Race 3 - PRIX CERES -  2700m WALK-UP E76 Harness. Purse EUR €35,000. 

1. GADJO CHARENTAIS - Eighth five days ago after a nine month break with shoes on. Won by 0.75L 

the time before in a higher class. Interesting with rear shoes now off. 

2. GIBALDI DE HOUELLE - Well beaten after a break and ended last campaign out of form. 

3. GRISOU ATOUT - Fourth beaten 1.75L at Chartres in this class. Proven at this level. Consider. 

4. GAMAY DES CROUAS - Third beaten 5L at Lyon la Soie in a lower class eleven days ago. A bit 

more needed up a level. 

5. GRANIT GALAA - Fourth beaten 3L at Les Sables-d'Olonne in this class. The winner and third have 

both since won to boost the form. 

6. GREZ - Won two starts back by 0.75L at Pornichet in this class. Struggled after a break with shoes  

on. Back barefoot and likely to improve. 

7. GOSSE MAJYC - Won by 0.25L here in this grade with shoes coming off again. Remains barefoot 

and in the mix. 

8. GASTON DES SABLES - Fifth beaten 3.5L at Les Sables-d'Olonne in this level. This form has worked 

out well and can go close. 

9. GAINFUL DELO - Eighth beaten 6.25L at Argentan in a Class A. Down four levels and should not be 

far away.  

10. GOGO DES MALBERAUX - Made all to win by 2L at Maure-de-Bretagne in this class. First time 

barefoot and is entitled to improve further. 

11. GREG DE NIRO - Bidding for a hat-trick after winning by 2.75L here in this class. Can go close once 

more. 

12. GOUPIL D'ARDENNES - Scored by 0.75L three weeks ago at Enghien in this level. Second up and 

can improve further. 

13. GREC D'HAVAROCHE - Third beaten 3.25L at Enghien in a higher class. Won the time before in 

this company and holds claims. 

Summary: GREG DE NIRO (11) won by 2.75L at this venue in this class last week. Is bidding for a hat-
trick and can go close once more. GOGO DES MALBERAUX (10) scored by 2L after making most of 
the running in this level at Maure-de-Bretagne. Top claims. GOUPIL D'ARDENNES (12) found success 
after a six month break at Enghien by 0.75L in this company. More than capable. GREC D'HAVAROCHE 
(13) was victorious by 3.25L at Laval two starts back in this standard. Third since in one class higher. 
Solid pick down a grade. GOSSE MAJYC (7) is also likely to feature after winning last time. 

Selections 

GREG DE NIRO (11) - GOGO DES MALBERAUX (10) - GOUPIL D'ARDENNES (12) - GREC 
D'HAVAROCHE (13) - GOSSE MAJYC (7)  



Race 4 - PRIX CAMPANUS -  2700m WALK-UP E17 Harness. Purse EUR €29,000. 

1. IGLOO DE BEAULIEU - Eight DQ from twelve career starts. Impossible to trust. 

2. IMOKO MADRIK - 0.25L success in a low grade walk up at Le Croise-Laroche. Upped in standard 

but open to progress with front pads. 

3. IDEM JIHEM - Four placings from twelve career starts. Each way player in a new shoeing 

combination. 

4. IRON BOY DE BUSSET - Scored in a low grade mobile on second start and ran well when runner-

up to a subsequent winner in a Class E at Cordemais 40 days ago. Not dismissed. 

5. INCONTOURNABLE - Placed in this grade on last two outings (both walk ups). One to note. 

6. INO DE BREVOL - Grade E winner on the grass in August and ran well when 1.75L fifth in a Class 

D walk up here last month. Shortlisted. 

7. IMPERIAL MABON - One win and two seconds prior to a solid sixth in a Class D after a four month 

break. Claims with a top driver booked. 

8. IVANOF - Tailed off in Group Two mounted races on his last two outings 231 days ago. Unexposed 

and interesting back in a driven contest eased significantly in grade. 

9. IRISH CELTIC - Narrow second behind a subsequent winner in a Class D mobile race at Le Croise-

Laroche prior to back-to-back DQ. Interesting if completing after 136 days off. 

10. IHOLDY VEDAQUAIS - Resumed after a long layoff when a held ninth at this venue last week. 

Should strip fitter and interesting on Januarys Class C fourth here. 

Summary: IMPERIAL MABON (7) had produced a win and two seconds prior to a solid sixth in a Class 
D after a four month break. Notable runner with a top driver booked and a step forward expected. 
INCONTOURNABLE (5) has placed in this grade on last two outings (both walk ups). Firmly involved in 
this suitable event. IVANOF (8) was tailed off in a pair of Group Two mounted races 231 days ago. 
Unexposed and interesting back in a driven contest eased significantly in standard. IRISH CELTIC (9) 
would be interesting if maintaining stride on reappearance. Thereabouts on best form. 

Selections 

IMPERIAL MABON (7) - INCONTOURNABLE (5) - IVANOF (8) - IRISH CELTIC (9)  



Race 5 - PRIX SOPHIA -  2175m WALK-UP E65 Monte. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. GOLD DANCER - DQ in a lower class five days ago. Big ask. 

2. GIANT DREAM - Sixth beaten 12L at Enghien in a higher level. Had won back to back races prior. 

Has a 50% strike rate barefoot. Claims. 

3. GAZON DEVOL - Fourth beaten 7L at Laval in a lower class. Up a level and not an obvious winner. 

4. GERONIMO STARDUST - Well beaten on last two outings in lower grades. Made all to win three 

starts ago but has to bounce back. 

5. GAMAY - Fifth beaten 6L at Le Croise-Laroche in a lower class. Passed over. 

6. GORAZON - Won five starts back in a lower class but has lost form since. 

7. GOSSIP - Fourth beaten 4.5L at Graignes in a lower class. Solid efforts recently and could place up 

in grade. 

8. GEM HAUFOR - Fifth beaten 7.5L at Graignes in one class lower. Needs a bit more. 

9. GUAPO MARBOULA - Won five starts back but form has completely tailed off since. 

10. GAVROCHE D'OMBLAIS - Fourth beaten 8L at Enghien in this level. Has a win and a placing from 

six starts barefoot. Interesting. 

11. GRANIT MESLOIS - Won at Strasbourg in one class lower with Gold Dancer back in third. 

Interesting up in grade.  

12. GIBOLE DE L'ELLE - Made all to win by 8.25L at Cabourg in this class. Two wins and two placings 

from six starts barefoot. Looks the one to beat. 

13. GALOPIN DE MARTHE - Third beaten 0.25L in one class lower at Lisieux. Can place. 

Summary: GIBOLE DE L'ELLE (12) was an impressive winner at Cabourg by 8.25L in this class. Big 
impression latest and can go close once more. GRANIT MESLOIS (11) scored by 1.75L at Strasbourg 
in one level lower. Worth a try at this level. GAVROCHE D'OMBLAIS (10) ran fourth at Enghien in this 
company with Granit Meslois in third. More than capable. GIANT DREAM (2) won back to back races 
before struggling in a higher class. Can bounce back down in grade. 

Selections 

GIBOLE DE L'ELLE (12) - GRANIT MESLOIS (11) - GAVROCHE D'OMBLAIS (10) - GIANT DREAM 
(2)  



Race 6 - PRIX GERDA -  2100m MOBILE E35 Harness. Purse EUR €29,000. 

1. HELIOS DE MESANGY - Four good runs since switching to racing without shoes including a pair of 

Class E mobile placings. Firmly involved. 

2. HODOSIS - Scored in a Class E walk up prior to running down the field at Laval. Must bounce back. 

3. HYPER HAUFOR - Back-to-back walk up victories in July (Class E and D) and shaped well with 

shoes on when making reappearance. Strong claims back barefoot on mobile debut. 

4. HERMES PLANCHETTE - 0.5L third in a claimer seventeen days ago at this venue. Frame chance 

at best. 

5. HOOK DE BEAULIEU - Run well on last two outings around this grade both behind the mobile. Each 

way player. 

6. HOMME D'ETAT - Uninspiring recent form figures. Others preferred. 

7. HIGOR DAIRPET - DQ on last two outings but was in good form prior. Could be involved if maintaining 

stride. 

8. HEROS DES LOYAUX - Three wins and two placings from six career starts including at this grade. 

Should strip fitter for 5.25L eighth on reappearance. Interesting. 

9. HELLO DU JAGUY - 3.25L fifth in a Class E mobile race at Le Croise-Laroche after a short break. 

Runs barefoot and not dismissed despite a poor autostart record. 

10. HEGEMONICO - Well beaten on last two outings but could find the frame on best figures. Trainer 

not had a winner in last 50 runners however. 

11. HIDELTO DE HOUELLE - 20 race maiden but has found the frame on seven occasions (three in 

autostarts). Outside place claims. 

12. HAMPTON AMERICA - Placed on sole mobile outing but well beaten in both starts since resuming. 

Best watched. 

13. HANAPIER - 2.5L mobile victory at La Capelle in August would bring him into it and market can 

guide on stable debut. 

Summary: HELIOS DE MESANGY (1) has produced four good runs since switching to racing without 
shoes including a pair of Class E mobile placings. Leading claims from the inside draw. HYPER 
HAUFOR (3) scored in a pair of walk ups in July (Class E and D) and shaped well with shoes on when 
making reappearance. Notable contender back barefoot with progress possible from a good draw on 
mobile debut. HEROS DES LOYAUX (8) holds three wins and two placings from six career outings 
including success at this standard. Should strip fitter for 5.25L eighth on reappearance. Thereabouts. 
HIGOR DAIRPET (7) could be involved if completing. 

Selections 

HELIOS DE MESANGY (1) - HYPER HAUFOR (3) - HEROS DES LOYAUX (8) - HIGOR DAIRPET 
(7)  



Race 7 - PRIX ADELHEID -  2200m WALK-UP D72 Monte. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. HOMMAGE DE STAR - 20 race maiden but has found the frame in seven mounted contests including 

twice over course and distance. Excused two driven runs since resuming. Each way player. 

2. HANDSOME BOY - 11L fifth in a Class C mounted race here seventeen days ago. Interesting in a 

new shoeing combination. 

3. HOUSTON BERRY - Three DQ on last four starts. Could find the frame on best mounted form but 

risky proposition. 

4. HISTORIEN DE LARRE - DQ on last two starts and hard to trust on mounted debut. 

5. HAYRTON MAGIC - Surprise 4L third behind Homemade Quick in a Class D mounted race here in 

September. Place claims if replicating. 

6. HOMEMADE QUICK - Five wins from eighteen mounted starts including a 1.25L success in a Class 

D at this venue 66 days ago. Leading claims with more to give in pads.  

7. HIS DREAM DE CAHOT - 1.25L second in a Class D mounted race at Enghien prior to a fair 12L 

sixth in a higher grade at this venue seventeen days ago. Not discounted. 

8. HEROS DU PRE - 1.25L success in this grade prior to a fair second in a lower class at Strasbourg 

eighteen days ago. Solid in the saddle. In the mix. 

9. HOLESHOT - Pieces of good driven form but may need more time now tackling a mounted event. 

10. HAKIM DE CHENU - Should strip fitter for recent driven DQ and must be respected on best mounted 

form. Step forward expected. 

11. HERE I GO AGAIN - Five wins from twelve mounted starts including by 3.5L in this grade here in 

May. Solid fourth in a Class C last month. Notable runner. 

12. HASPARREN - Excused a no show in a driven race at Caen. Two from three in mounted races and 

scored by 0.75L in a Class D mounted event here prior. Top chance. 

13. HASHKA - Well beaten in recent outings including DQ. Others hold stronger credentials. 

Summary: HASPARREN (12) can be excused a no show in a driven race at Caen. Two from three in 
mounted races including by 0.75L in a Class D event here two runs back. Top claims with more to give 
in the saddle. HOMEMADE QUICK (6) has five wins from eighteen mounted starts. Solid 1.25L success 
in a Class D at this venue last start. Unexposed in pads. Leading chance. HERE I GO AGAIN (11) is 
five from twelve in mounted races including a 3.5L victory in this grade here in May. Solid fourth in a 
Class C recently. Notable player. HEROS DU PRE (8) scored by 1.25L in this grade prior to a fair second 
in a lower class at Strasbourg. Solid in the saddle. Thereabouts. 

Selections 

HASPARREN (12) - HOMEMADE QUICK (6) - HERE I GO AGAIN (11) - HEROS DU PRE (8)  



 


